Tablet mobility. PC power.
Imagine a more personal PC experience—without a PC. Meet the Galaxy Tab S6, the ultra-slim 2-in-1 that performs like a laptop with the mobility of a
tablet. Get more done as you switch seamlessly from app to app, task to task. Go all out with an intuitive S Pen that lets you work, create and edit with
ease. When it’s time to kick back, you can stream shows and game on a spectacular screen with cinematic sound. And make it all happen with a FastCharging battery that keeps up with you all day.¹

The 2-in-1 that’s your all-in-one

All-new S Pen included

Instantly transform your Android tablet into a PC desktop
experience when you attach the keyboard² with built-in trackpad.

Now the included S Pen lets you pause and skip at the press of
the button. Plus, you can still mark up papers, sign docs and
take notes. The S Pen even attaches magnetically for easy
storage and charging.

Power to multitask
Thanks to the speed of the fast mobile processor, rapidly switch
between apps and tasks or immerse yourself in graphic-intensive
games. Plus, get PC-caliber internal RAM.

Light on weight. Heavy on
entertainment.
With a spectacular edge-to-edge Super AMOLED display, superior
graphics and quad speakers tuned by AKG, get drawn into
immersive games—all on a 2-in-1 that only weighs about a pound.

Colors

Cloud Blue

Mountain Gray

Display

10.5" Super AMOLED
2560 x 1600 (WQXGA)

Processor

Octa Core
(1 x 2.84GHz + 3 x 2.41GHz + 4 x 1.78GHz)

Camera

13MP + 5MP dual main camera
8MP front-facing camera

Memory

6GB RAM + 128GB ROM³
8GB RAM + 256GB ROM³
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OS

Android™ 9.0, Pie

Connectivity

Wi-Fi: 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac
2.4 GHz + 5.0 GHz
Bluetooth v5.0

Battery

7,040 mAh

Battery Life

Up to 15 hours of playback time.¹

Dimensions

9.63" x 6.28" x 0.22"

Weight

0.92 lbs (420g)
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